


























































































































































































































































































































































































?????????Campany??????????The general term zhai? would have been understood 









































































































?????????????????????????????????????? Jan Nattier 
???????
????Nattier????the term?wuliangqingjing?is divided into two parts, i.e., qingjng?<vis´u¯ha <vyu¯ha?? 
referring to the land?that is, to Amita¯bha’s buddhaks˙etra-vyu¯ha–and Wuliang ?<Amida¯’a <Amita¯bha??
referring to the Buddha himself. If there is indeed the derivation of these names, then in light of what we 
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??????a?, What is the difference between Sukha¯vatı¯ and Jingtu?? ????????????
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??????b?, A Study on the Buddha’s Names?Amituo / Wuliang qingjing? in the Early Recension 
















A Study on the Wuliangqingjing Pingdengjue Jing 
: The Formation of the Early Recension 
of the Larger Sukha¯vatı¯vyu¯ha-Su¯tra 
XIAO Yue
?This study investigates the value of the second-oldest version of the Larger Sukha¯vatı¯vyu¯ha-
su¯tra, the Wuliang qingjing pingdend jue jing???????? ?T??, No. ????. This question 
is approached in four ways: fi rst, through an investigation of the status of the Pingdengjue jing in 
the early Chinese translations of the Larger Sukha¯vatı¯vyu¯ha-su¯tra; secondly, through an 
investigation of the value of the Pingdeng jue jing in terms of the study of the formation of the 
oldest version of the Larger Sukha¯vatı¯vyu¯ha-su¯tra, the Da amituo jing ?????; thirdly, 
through an investigation of the relationship between the Buddha’s name in the Pingdeng jue jing, 
Wuliangqing jing ????, and the origin of the term jingtu??, referring to Amituo Buddha’s 
realm, Sukha¯vatı¯; and fi nally, through evidence verifying the infl uence of the Pingdeng jue jing 
on the Later Recension of the Larger Sukha¯vatı¯vyu¯ha-su¯tra, the Wuliang shou jing?T??, No. 
????and on the formation of the early Chinese Pure Land Buddhism.
Key words: Wuliangqingjing pingdengjue jing ????????, Wuliangqingjing ????, 
Anle ??, Jingtu ??, Da amituo jing ?????

